
Engine Performance Modeling (with Short Equations) 

 

Orientation:  

You are strongly encouraged to apply the engineering problem solving rubric we studied in 

week #1 in your solutions to quantitative problems in this course.  This activity is intended to 

consolidate your understanding of the ‘short’ equations for engine performance modeling that 

we have studied in the last two class periods and strengthen your engineering documentation 

skills. 

 

Learning Outcomes: 

1. Translate a problem statement analogous to those you will see in HW 3 into knowns and 

     unknowns, giving the correct units and accurate parameter values for all the knowns. 

2. Assemble a complete set of governing equations that can be implemented in an EES solution. 

3. Obtain and validate your solution (in terms of units as well as magnitude). 

4. Write two reflections about this exercise and your solution that will attract interest of others 

     in the class and add value in future combustion engine problem solving.  

 
Targeted Skills: 
 
Integrating – combining parts into a new whole (esp. engine design and performance relations) 
Using Tools – identifying relevant equations and applying software to find valid solutions 
Generalizing Solutions – modifying solutions for reuse and broader applicability  
 
 
Task: 
 
A 4-stroke SI engine with 3.0 liters of displacement and a 8.9:1compression ratio has an output 
torque of 236 Nm at 3000 RPM.  At this operating point, the brake specific fuel consumption is 
measured as .090 kg/MJ.  The volumetric flowrate of air is .068 m3/s and the inlet conditions of 
20 C and 1 bar.  The heating value of the fuel used in the engine is 44 MJ/kg.  Find the 
volumetric efficiency, the mass flow rate of air, the mass flow rate of fuel, the air/fuel ratio, the 
arbitrary efficiency, and the ideal otto cycle efficiency.   
 
Working with a partner, generate documentation for the following dimensions in the 
engineering problem solving rubric: (1) system description, (2) knowns/unknowns (units and 
assumed values), (3) governing equations/solution method, (4) validated answer, and 
(5) reflection on results/solution process. 


